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Ned Matheson knows Fila Sahar has been to hell and back after being
held captive by the Taliban for over a decade. She’s lost her parents,
her home, and ten years of her life. Now she’s safely back on
American soil, but her fears have her so hemmed in, she might as well
be a prisoner again. Ned knows he can’t date her, let alone marry her,
until she’s regained her courage. He’s confident he’s found the
perfect solution—he’ll get her a restaurant she can call her own. Fila
cares for Ned more than she can say, and she’s grateful for the home
he’s given her on his family’s ranch, but before she can give her heart
to any man, she has to find the courage to reenter society. When Ned
surprises her with his perfect solution—the restaurant he’s leased and
renovated in her name—she doesn’t know how to tell him she can’t
imagine being brave enough to ever run it. So when Ned’s father
sends him out of town to check on the family’s remote hunting cabin,
she’s grateful for the delay. Ned knows his father wants to split him
and Fila up, so there’s no way he’s leaving town without taking her
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along. But when they reach the cabin, a savage twist of fate will turn
the tables on both of them. Ned will learn what it’s like to be helpless.
Fila will have to find the courage she lost years ago. Can they survive
the weekend? Or will this trip be their last? Cowboys of Chance Creek:
BOOK 0: The Cowboy Inherits a Bride BOOK 1: The Cowboy's E-Mail
Order Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy Wins a Bride BOOK 3: The Cowboy
Imports a Bride BOOK 4: The Cowgirl Ropes a Billionaire BOOK 5: The
Sheriff Catches a Bride BOOK 6: The Cowboy Lassos a Bride BOOK 7:
The Cowboy Rescues a Bride BOOK 8: The Cowboy Earns a Bride BOOK
9: The Cowboy's Christmas Bride
Marine Logan Hughes uses humor like a shield, but he's dead serious
when it comes to getting the job done--especially when the job is
protecting the woman he's been sent to Montana to marry. Too bad
Lena Reed doesn't think she needs protecting...or a husband. Lena
knows she's the best one to run her family's ranch, and she'll be
damned if she'll let a man her father sent steal control of her cattle
operation--or her heart. But Logan Huges isn't like any other man
she's met. Fiercely loyal, as determined as she is to let her take
charge of the ranch, she's falling for him in spite of herself. But when
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trouble comes to Two Willows, will she trust him--or turn her back on
love for good? The Brides of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: Issued to the
Bride One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to the Bride One Airman BOOK 3:
Issued to the Bride One Sniper BOOK 4: Issued to the Bride One
Marine BOOK 5: Issued to the Bride One Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to the
Bride One Sergeant for Christmas
"Death of an Airman" by Christopher St. John Sprigg. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
Wanted: one wife, one baby. Love not required. Navy SEAL Boone
Rudman has six months to find a wife and get her pregnant or he’ll
lose his chance to win 1500 acres of prime Montana ranch land. So
when he discovers Riley Eaton living on his new ranch, all grown up
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from the tomboy she used to be, he decides she’ll do for his
bride—whether or not she’s got other plans. Riley Eaton quit her job,
sold her car and moved to Chance Creek with her friends to pursue
the dreams she’d put on hold for far too long. She has no idea her
uncle sold the ranch out from under her—and has no plans to marry
any time soon—but when Boone shows up, sexy as hell after fifteen
years in the service, she begins to wonder if her priorities are all
wrong. When duty turns to desire, Boone launches a campaign to win
Riley’s heart. But is it too little, too late? Or can he convince Riley to
forget the past and create a future worth fighting for? The Navy
SEALs of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: A SEAL's Oath BOOK 2: A SEAL's Vow
BOOK 3: A SEAL's Pledge BOOK 4: A SEAL's Consent BOOK 5: A SEAL's
Purpose BOOK 6: A SEAL's Resolve BOOK 7: A SEAL's Devotion BOOK
8: A SEAL's Desire BOOK 9: A SEAL's Struggle BOOK 10: A SEAL's
Triumph
A SEAL's Oath
The Cowboy's E-Mail Order Bride
The Cowboy Rescues a Bride
The Sheriff Catches a Bride
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The Cowboy's Hidden Bride
Staff Sergeant Austin Hall has a brilliant record in the Special Forces̶except for one
disastrous decision that cost his best friendʼs life. Now heʼs heading home to Chance Creek,
Montana, where heʼd like to spend the rest of his days in the obscurity of his familyʼs ranch.
Too bad Great Aunt Heloise wonʼt hand the ranch over unless all four of the Hall brothers
marry and one of them produces an heir within the year. Austin is too broken to marry for love,
so he places an online ad for a fake wife. What could possibly go wrong? Ella needs to leave
Hollywood̶fast. Itʼs bad enough another actress stole her fiancé̶on national television. Now
sheʼs ruined her comeback by decking her ex on a morning talk show. Pursued by paparazzi,
Ella needs a new life, a new name and someplace to hide. When she reads Austinʼs ad for a
stand-in wife, she knows she can act this part perfectly. To the rest of the residents of Chance
Creek, theyʼll be a happily married couple. In private, theyʼll just be roommates. In a year when
sheʼd old news and the Hall brothers secure the ranch, she and Austin will quietly divorce and
sheʼll go on her way. Or will she? Austinʼs already finding it hard to remember his promise
never to love again. Ellaʼs finding it hard to keep her hands to herself. But when theyʼre asked
make a back-up baby, Ella realizes she may have stepped into a lifetime role. Can this pretend
marriage go the distance? The Heroes of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: The Navy SEAL's E-Mail
Order Bride BOOK 2: The Soldier's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 3: The Marine's E-Mail Order
Bride BOOK 4: The Navy SEAL's Christmas Bride BOOK 5: The Airman's E-Mail Order Bride
BOOK 6: The Navy SEAL's Second Chance Bride
Coopers: 2, Turners: 1 With the Coopers taking the lead again in the battle for Chance Creekʼs
Founderʼs Prize, Liam Turner is determined to put his family back on top. And if that means
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kidnapping his secret childhood crush, Tory Cooper, well̶a cowboyʼs got to do what a
cowboyʼs got to do. Tory set herself one rule when she returned to Chance Creek: donʼt get
involved̶with her own family or anyone else. As soon as sheʼs finished with law school, sheʼs
leaving again, and she wonʼt be back. But her family wonʼt get the message̶and Liam Turner
is a problem on a whole different level. Handsome, smart and determined, he wonʼt shake
easily. And sheʼs not sure she wants him to. Now the summerʼs heating up̶and so is the
trouble for both their families. Soon they wonʼt be fighting each other̶theyʼll be fighting for
their lives. Turners vs. Coopers of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: The Cowboy's Secret Bride BOOK
2: The Cowboy's Outlaw Bride BOOK 3: The Cowboy's Hidden Bride BOOK 4: The Cowboy's
Stolen Bride BOOK 5: The Cowboy's Forbidden Bride
Marry̶or else. Navy SEAL Brian Lake is out of luck. Going rogue on his last mission landed
him on a fast track out of the Navy̶years too soon to have saved up enough money to buy
the ranch heʼs always wanted. Without a career̶or the cash to start over̶Brianʼs options are
few, until Army general Augustus Reed steps in with an intriguing new mission̶a permanent
one. Ignored by her absentee father, duped by thief he appointed to oversee her familyʼs
ranch, Cass Reed is done with men for good. From now on sheʼs determined to run Two
Willows herself, so when her father sends a Navy SEAL to fix up her house, she vows to run
him off her land as soon as possible. But Brianʼs just as determined to stay, and heʼs in a far
different league than the men sheʼs met before. Brianʼs ready to do anything that will earn him
a share of a prosperous ranch̶even take a chance on marrying the Generalʼs daughter. And
he soon realizes it wonʼt be a hardship to marry Cass. Sheʼs everything heʼs ever dreamed of
in a woman̶and Two Willows is everything he wanted in a ranch. But heʼs not the only one
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who wants Two Willows̶and Cass. Will falling in love be the most dangerous mission of all?
The Brides of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: Issued to the Bride One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to
the Bride One Airman BOOK 3: Issued to the Bride One Sniper BOOK 4: Issued to the Bride
One Marine BOOK 5: Issued to the Bride One Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to the Bride One
Sergeant for Christmas
After traveling around the globe for over a year, Cole Linden is more than ready to return home
to Montana, so when his fiancée, Sunshine, suddenly cuts their trip short and books them
flights back to Chance Creek, Cole feels like the holidays have come early this year. He hopes
sheʼll love the present he bought her: a restaurant space downtown. If only he can transform it
into the sleek, modern style she likes before Christmas, maybe sheʼll finally agree to set a date
for their wedding. Sunshine canʼt believe sheʼs pregnant, but she is, which means itʼs high time
to get back home. It also means she needs to re-think her career goals. She canʼt run a worldclass restaurant in tiny Chance Creek̶especially not with a baby. So Cole will have to be the
breadwinner of the family. Which means he needs a ranch. Luckily sheʼs found one. Three
hundred acres of prime ranch land and a wonderful̶if dilapidated̶house. With Christmas
looming, sheʼll need to race to turn it into the comfortable family home theyʼll need as soon as
they get married. But when a delayed flight results in the loss of their hotel room, Cole and
Sunshine realize theyʼll have to couch surf through the holidays. Staying with each of their
friends in turn leads to a series of revelations that might undermine their relationship for good.
Can Cole and Sunshine make it until Christmas? Or will this be the holiday that ends it all?
Cowboys of Chance Creek: BOOK 0: The Cowboy Inherits a Bride BOOK 1: The Cowboy's EMail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy Wins a Bride BOOK 3: The Cowboy Imports a Bride
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BOOK 4: The Cowgirl Ropes a Billionaire BOOK 5: The Sheriff Catches a Bride BOOK 6: The
Cowboy Lassos a Bride BOOK 7: The Cowboy Rescues a Bride BOOK 8: The Cowboy Earns
a Bride BOOK 9: The Cowboy's Christmas Bride
The Cowboy Wins a Bride
The Cowboy Inherits a Bride
Issued to the Bride One Airman
The Soldier's E-Mail Order Bride
The Cowboy's Forbidden Bride

Navy SEAL Kai Green excels at many things, but picking suitable girlfriends isn't one of
them. Now he has to marry within forty days or lose the sustainable community he's
helping to build. He needs to find a bride, fast, and this time he has to get it right.
Addison Reynolds never leaves anything to chance. She's got a plan to take her from
her boring job to an exciting career in New York City. Unfortunately, she's still years
away from achieving her dream. So when her wealthy, model sister offers a chance to
live in her penthouse apartment rent-free for a year, Addison is ready to do anything
she says--including auditioning for the part as Kai Green's wife-to-be on the popular
reality television show, Base Camp. Once again Kai's thrown caution to the wind and
followed his instincts rather than his intellect. What makes him think Addison is going to
be a better match than any of the other women he's fallen for in the past? Now that
Addison is spending her days--and nights--in close contact with a handsome, smart,
sexy Navy SEAL, it's hard to remember that her true goal isn't marrying Kai at all--it's
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winning the keys to her sister's amazing penthouse back in the city. Could they have a
future together neither of them ever imagined? The Navy SEALs of Chance Creek:
BOOK 1: A SEAL's Oath BOOK 2: A SEAL's Vow BOOK 3: A SEAL's Pledge BOOK 4:
A SEAL's Consent BOOK 5: A SEAL's Purpose BOOK 6: A SEAL's Resolve BOOK 7:
A SEAL's Devotion BOOK 8: A SEAL's Desire BOOK 9: A SEAL's Struggle BOOK 10:
A SEAL's Triumph
Jake Matheson can't get Hannah Ashton out of his mind, and he can't wait to take over
the reins at his family's ranch, either. Too bad Hannah is about to leave town and his
father, Holt, has no intention of retiring. In fact, he's issued an ultimatum--convince
Hannah to wed in thirty days, or forget about ever running the ranch. Jake would do just
about anything to keep her in Chance Creek--anything but mess with their birth control.
Hannah has never been able to control herself around Jake, so when fate throws her
together with him, she makes the most of it. Why not have a short-lived fling before she
leaves town to go to veterinary school? But when their birth control fails it seems all too
convenient a way to keep her in town when she's determined to leave. Will the truth
bring them together? Or tear them apart for good? Cowboys of Chance Creek: BOOK
0: The Cowboy Inherits a Bride BOOK 1: The Cowboy's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2:
The Cowboy Wins a Bride BOOK 3: The Cowboy Imports a Bride BOOK 4: The Cowgirl
Ropes a Billionaire BOOK 5: The Sheriff Catches a Bride BOOK 6: The Cowboy Lassos
a Bride BOOK 7: The Cowboy Rescues a Bride BOOK 8: The Cowboy Earns a Bride
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BOOK 9: The Cowboy's Christmas Bride
He’s bound to the past. She believes in the future Lieutenant Walker Norton might be
cynical, but he isn’t a broken man—yet. Raised to understand the looming catastrophe of
climate change, promised to a woman he doesn’t love, he long ago decided to live a
life of service to his country, family and friends. It’s enough—until he meets Avery
Lightfoot and realizes he wants so much more. Love means everything to Avery.
Witness to her parents’ wonderful marriage, she’s long waited to meet her soulmate,
act in romantic movies and start a family. Now it’s all in reach. But Walker can’t marry
her until he’s released from his vow—and when Elizabeth Blaine arrives at Base Camp,
it’s clear she’s ready to claim Walker for herself. Elizabeth doesn’t love him and
doesn’t want him—so why is she determined to ruin his life? Walker has forty days to
find an answer before he’ll have to choose between honoring the past or seizing the
future he craves.
Ethan Cruz should be mending fences on his Montana ranch, but instead he's driving to
the Chance Creek, Montana, airport - to pick up the bride he didn't know he had. This
latest salvo in his ongoing practical joke battle with his best friend, Rob Matheson, has
gone too far, and Ethan plans to send his "bride" right back home, then get busy
plotting his revenge. One look at Autumn Leeds changes his mind, however. Perhaps
he needs a bride, after all. A breathtakingly beautiful city bride. Autumn Leeds needs a
story - fast - or she's going to lose her lucrative contract with CityPretty Magazine, so
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when she sees the crazy video plea for a modern mail-order bride for a cowboy, it
sounds like the story of the century. Making a video of her own, she casts herself as the
perfect mail-order bride for a rancher, but when she finally reaches Montana, she's
surprised to find Ethan's the perfect cowboy husband-to-be. Against her better
judgment, her plan to keep her handsome groom at arm's length disintegrates into a
night of passion spent in his arms. Ethan knows he can't keep playing this game - he
has to come clean with Autumn and tell her the truth; about the practical joke and about
the state of his ranch. He's about to lose it all because of the debts his mother racked
up before his parents' deaths. Now his sister, Claire, wants to sell the ranch and collect
what little money they can. He'll be out of a home and a job, and in no shape to support
the bride he desperately wants to marry, after all. Autumn's in bigger trouble than ever.
Not only has she fallen in love with the subject of her expose - she might be carrying his
child. If she doesn't write this article and secure her contract for another year, she'll lose
everything - her career, her apartment, and more importantly, her family's approval. The
only alternative is to stay and marry Ethan. But how can she trust a man she's just met
when she knows too well that men always let you down? Can a love based on lies last?
Cowboys of Chance Creek: BOOK 0: The Cowboy Inherits a Bride BOOK 1: The
Cowboy's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy Wins a Bride BOOK 3: The
Cowboy Imports a Bride BOOK 4: The Cowgirl Ropes a Billionaire BOOK 5: The Sheriff
Catches a Bride BOOK 6: The Cowboy Lassos a Bride BOOK 7: The Cowboy Rescues
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a Bride BOOK 8: The Cowboy Earns a Bride BOOK 9: The Cowboy's Christmas Bride
Airman
The Navy SEAL's Christmas Bride
Issued to the Bride One Navy SEAL
Issued to the Bride One Sergeant for Christmas
A SEAL's Desire

When Navy SEAL Ben Warren is sidelined by an injury, he thinks love is
off the table until single mother Caitlyn Cross reminds him that a warrior
fights for what he wants. Revisit Chance Creek and the Hall brothers, and
meet a brand new hero you won't forget. Previously published as A
SEAL's Chance The Heroes of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: The Navy
SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Soldier's E-Mail Order Bride
BOOK 3: The Marine's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 4: The Navy SEAL's
Christmas Bride BOOK 5: The Airman's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 6: The
Navy SEAL's Second Chance Bride (Novella)
Mason Hall, Navy SEAL, knows all about difficult assignments, but his
current mission is one for the record books. Not only must he find a
wife—and get her pregnant—or forfeit the ranch his family has prized for
generations, he must also convince his three brothers to marry,
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too—before the year is up. Who knew one city girl and three wayward
brothers could put up such a fight? Regan Anderson can’t wait any
longer to meet Mr. Right, so she’s taken matters into her own hands.
She’s quit her job, given up her nice apartment and undergone all the
preliminary appointments to prepare for artificial insemination. Still,
becoming a single mother is daunting, so when she spots Mason’s Wife
Wanted ad on the Internet one night, she’s ready for a few laughs. She’s
sure the ad must be fake, but when Mason answers back, she soon finds
herself wanting more than a long distance relationship. If Mason can just
keep her talking until he makes it home from Afghanistan, he’s sure he
can convince Regan he’s her man. But when he whisks her off for a trial
run in Chance Creek, they’re in for an unpleasant surprise. The ranch is
in ruins, the house has been stripped, and they’re going to have to work
day and night to beat Mason’s deadline to win it back. Can two strangers
pull together against all odds? Or is this mission doomed to fail? The
Heroes of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: The Navy SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride
BOOK 2: The Soldier's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 3: The Marine's E-Mail
Order Bride BOOK 4: The Navy SEAL's Christmas Bride BOOK 5: The
Airman's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 6: The Navy SEAL's Second Chance
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Bride
All Jamie Lassiter wants is to marry his best friend’s sister and settle
down for the rest of his life in Chance Creek. He’s saved his money,
bought into the Cruz Guest Ranch and he’s ready for that wedding, but
Claire Cruz is nowhere to be found. Claire’s too busy leaving Montana
behind to care about cowboys or their wedding plans. She’s got plans of
her own—a trip around the world. She’ll go as soon as she buys her
tickets and she doesn’t care if she ever sees Chance Creek again.
Desperate to change Claire’s mind, Jamie proposes a bet: give him six
weeks to convince her to marry him. If he can’t, he’ll pay for her roundthe-world tickets himself. Claire can wait six weeks if it means free
tickets and a chance to get a little revenge on a man who once broke her
heart. She’s got only one stipulation: Jamie can’t touch or flirt with
her—or any other woman—while the bet is on. Now Jamie’s on the run
from a bevy of cowboy-groupie ranch guests, and Claire’s learning she
cares about the ranch—and Jamie—more than she dreamed possible.
Maybe it’s time to lose that bet. As long as Jamie loses it first. Cowboys
of Chance Creek: BOOK 0: The Cowboy Inherits a Bride BOOK 1: The
Cowboy's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy Wins a Bride BOOK
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3: The Cowboy Imports a Bride BOOK 4: The Cowgirl Ropes a Billionaire
BOOK 5: The Sheriff Catches a Bride BOOK 6: The Cowboy Lassos a
Bride BOOK 7: The Cowboy Rescues a Bride BOOK 8: The Cowboy
Earns a Bride BOOK 9: The Cowboy's Christmas Bride
If Gunnery Sergeant Zane Hall wants to save his family’s ranch, he’ll
need to fix up the buildings, stock the spread with cattle—and find a wife.
The first two are easy with the help of his brothers, but getting hitched
is proving more difficult. When he meets mountaineer Kenna North
through an online ad, she seems like the perfect fit—at least in her emails. She wants the same thing he does: a temporary marriage to secure
an inheritance. But when Zane meets Kenna, she’s nothing like he
expects, and Zane finds himself changing his priorities, fast. If Storm
Willow wants to save her family’s seaside cottage, she’ll have to keep
her boss happy—which means taking Kenna’s place and marrying Zane
when Kenna is detained out of the country. As long as Storm acts her
part, no one will know that she’s an imposter. But when she falls for the
handsome Marine, Storm begins to wonder if holding onto the cottage is
worth giving up on love. Can a fake marriage lead to real happiness? Or
is disaster just a heartbeat away? The Heroes of Chance Creek: BOOK 1:
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The Navy SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Soldier's E-Mail
Order Bride BOOK 3: The Marine's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 4: The
Navy SEAL's Christmas Bride BOOK 5: The Airman's E-Mail Order Bride
BOOK 6: The Navy SEAL's Second-Chance Bride (Novella)
Heroes of Chance Creek Vol. 4
The Marine's E-Mail Order Bride
The Airman's E-Mail Order Bride
Issued to the Bride One Marine
A SEAL's Struggle
It’s Christmas time at Crescent Hall, but don’t expect expect peace,
harmony and goodwill among men. When Mason Hall and his wife, Regan,
invite their friends to stay for the holidays, sparks fly in an epic
battle of the sexes, military style! Navy SEAL Dan Hemmins goes head
to head with soldier Sarah Metlin to prove once and for all that woman
can’t possibly qualify for an elite branch of the military, but when
Sarah proves she’s not just one of the most qualified warriors he’s
ever met, she’s also one of the smartest and sexiest, too, he’ll do
whatever it takes to get close to her, even if he has to challenge her
to another contest…or three…or five! The Heroes of Chance Creek: BOOK
1: The Navy SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Soldier's E-Mail
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Order Bride BOOK 3: The Marine's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 4: The Navy
SEAL's Christmas Bride BOOK 5: The Airman's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 6:
The Navy SEAL's Second Chance Bride (Novella)
After five long years, cowboy and fire fighter Adam Carter still can’t
figure out how he lost smart, sexy Brynn Nelson to the laziest,
orneriest cheat in town, but when a series of fires keeps bringing his
crew to her door, Adam knows he has to find the answer before things
turn deadly. A Chance Creek novella.
She broke his heart. Now she’s back. When Win Lisle walked out on him
five months ago, Angus McBride hardened his heart and committed to
marrying a stranger to save Base Camp, the sustainable community he
came to Montana to build. Now there’s just over a month until his
wedding, he knows he can never love his wife-to-be, Leslie, and Win
has come back—pregnant with his baby. What’s a Navy SEAL to do? Five
months ago, Win panicked. Faced with a positive pregnancy test and a
choice—Angus or her inheritance—she chose the money. After all, it’s
one thing to turn down a fortune for yourself, and quite another to do
so for your unborn child. She’s regretted it ever since, so now she’s
back, ready to commit to Angus forever—but Angus has a new fiancée
who’s got no intention of giving him up. Angus wants Win—bad, but
Leslie wants her happily-ever-after and she’s not afraid to play dirty
to get it. In this race to the altar, will anyone find happiness? The
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Navy SEALs of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: A SEAL's Oath BOOK 2: A SEAL's Vow
BOOK 3: A SEAL's Pledge BOOK 4: A SEAL's Consent BOOK 5: A SEAL's
Purpose BOOK 6: A SEAL's Resolve BOOK 7: A SEAL's Devotion BOOK 8: A
SEAL's Desire BOOK 9: A SEAL's Struggle BOOK 10: A SEAL's Triumph
Traces a recruit's journey from civilian to member of the Air Force,
including basic and advanced training, and explains what it takes to
become one of the world's finest soldiers.
The Soldier's E-mail Order Bride
Heroes of Chance Creek Volume 1
A SEAL's Purpose
Air Force
Issued to the Bride One Sniper

Orphaned at seven, kicked out by his aunt and uncle at 16, Sergeant
Emerson Myers gave up on family until General Augustus Reed chose
him as his assistant, becoming as much a father-figure as a
commanding officer. But when the General starts sending elite forces
men home to marry his estranged daughters, Emerson’s torn between
relief at not being given such an irrevocable mission and dismay the
man never even considered him for the job. Wyoming Smith has
watched with a mixture of wonder and horror—and a little envy, if
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she’s honest—as her best friend Cass and all Cass’s sisters have
married the warriors their father sent to them. Witnessing their
happiness was hard enough when her life was on track, but now she’s
lost her job and her apartment and she’s accepted Cass’s invitation to
live at Two Willows, which means she has a front row seat to five
loving marriages—while remaining all alone. Emerson knows marriage
isn’t for him and he’s ready to recommit to his career in the Army—but
before he can, an explosion rips his life apart—and the General’s.
Wyoming knows everything will change now that the General is
coming home to Two Willows. Will she have to leave? Or has the
General had a bigger plan all along? The Brides of Chance Creek:
BOOK 1: Issued to the Bride One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to the
Bride One Airman BOOK 3: Issued to the Bride One Sniper BOOK 4:
Issued to the Bride One Marine BOOK 5: Issued to the Bride One
Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to the Bride One Sergeant for Christmas
Top-selling reference guide, revised and updated throughout. Covers
the history and customs of the Air Force, standards of conduct, rights
and restrictions for servicemembers, training and education, the
promotion system, medical care, veterans benefits, and more.
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Navy SEAL Jericho Cook is living a lie. In order to save Base Camp, the
sustainable community he’s building with his friends in Chance Creek,
Montana, he must marry in the next forty days—and try for a family.
But after the horrors he’s witnessed, Jericho's sworn to never put
himself in charge of a child he can’t completely protect. At least he’s
found the perfect wife. Savannah is sexy, smart, talented—and far too
busy pursuing a career as a concert pianist to ever want kids.
Savannah Edwards came to Chance Creek to chase an abandoned
dream. She has one shot to prepare for the audition that could make
or break her career—she’s determined nothing will distract her from
her goal. But when a passionate encounter with Jericho leaves her
pregnant, her future hopes are thrown into chaos. Is it possible to
have it all? A career, a child and most of all, the powerful, attractive
man who has stolen her heart? When Jericho announces he never
intends to be a father, Savannah realizes he might risk shattering an
entire community rather than back down. With the stakes so high, can
she persuade the SEAL to give fatherhood a chance? The Navy SEALs
of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: A SEAL's Oath BOOK 2: A SEAL's Vow
BOOK 3: A SEAL's Pledge BOOK 4: A SEAL's Consent BOOK 5: A
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SEAL's Purpose BOOK 6: A SEAL's Resolve BOOK 7: A SEAL's Devotion
BOOK 8: A SEAL's Desire BOOK 9: A SEAL's Struggle BOOK 10: A
SEAL's Triumph
One dark night on the island of Great Saltee, fourteen-year-old Conor
is framed for a terrible crime he didn�t commit. Thrown into prison
by the dastardly Hugo Bonvilain, Conor is trapped in a seaswept
dungeon and branded a traitor. He must escape and clear his name; he
wants his old life back � his family, his friends . . . and his princess.
Conor knows there is only one way out. It�s an impossible task, which
has never been done before. But Conor is determined to do it. He�ll
have to fly. Swashbuckling new fiction from the amazing Eoin Colfer,
ideal for readers aged 11+.
The Cowboy's Stolen Bride
The Cowboy's Christmas Bride
The Navy SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride
Issued to the Bride One Soldier
Turners: 1, Coopers: 1 Lance Cooper knows he shouldn’t try to escape his present
problems by focusing on the past, but running Chance Creek’s Fourth of July
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Revolutionary War re-enactment is far easier than sorting out his family’s longrunning feud with the Turners. At least it was until Maya Turner joins the historical
society and upsets all his plans. Maya Turner loves history, but Chance Creek’s reenactments are boring—and far too predictable. Everyone knows who won the
Revolutionary War, after all. Why shouldn’t they inject some drama—and sexy
intrigue—into the annual event? It’s bad enough Maya’s ideas are catching on with
the rest of the re-enactment committee. It’s worse Lance’s heart is betraying him,
too. How can he fall for her knowing how her family destroyed his? But the past has
its own secrets—and learning them can change everything… Turners vs. Coopers of
Chance Creek: BOOK 1: The Cowboy's Secret Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy's
Outlaw Bride BOOK 3: The Cowboy's Hidden Bride BOOK 4: The Cowboy's
Stolen Bride BOOK 5: The Cowboy's Forbidden Bride
When Sunshine Patterson loses her Chicago home, job and boyfriend in one day, she
needs a backup plan, fast. Luckily her Aunt Cecily has provided her with the perfect
combination living and restaurant space to start over. Even though the building is
located in small town Chance Creek, Montana, Sunshine is certain it’s only a
matter of time before she’s back to take the big city by storm. When she arrives in
Chance Creek, however, she gets a surprise. Her restaurant space—and
apartment—are occupied by a rival to her inheritance: the incredibly sexy, incredibly
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wrong for her, Cole Linden. Cole’s been struggling to save his family’s holdings for
far too long. The indoor rifle range he inherited from his father barely pays its rent,
but it’s all that’s keeping his other concerns—two apartment houses—afloat. If he
was smart, he’d walk away from all of it and start over, but if he does, several dozen
of Chance Creek’s inhabitants will find themselves without a home. He thought
Cecily meant to leave him the range building in her will. Instead she’s set him up in
a four-month-long competition with her big-city niece to see who will win the place.
A niece whose knockout looks are making it damn hard for him to concentrate on
the job at hand. Sunshine can’t believe she’ll have to open a vegan restaurant in a
rifle-range waiting room, and she can’t believe she’ll have to share her apartment
with Cole, either. Cole can’t believe his friends are falling over themselves to help
Sunshine succeed—and get a date with her. Now the competition is getting hot, but
the sparks flying between them are even hotter. Can Cole and Sunshine find a way
they both can win? Cowboys of Chance Creek: BOOK 0: The Cowboy Inherits a
Bride BOOK 1: The Cowboy's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy Wins a
Bride BOOK 3: The Cowboy Imports a Bride BOOK 4: The Cowgirl Ropes a
Billionaire BOOK 5: The Sheriff Catches a Bride BOOK 6: The Cowboy Lassos a
Bride BOOK 7: The Cowboy Rescues a Bride BOOK 8: The Cowboy Earns a Bride
BOOK 9: The Cowboy's Christmas Bride
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Staff Sergeant Austin Hall has a brilliant record in the Special Forces-except for one
disastrous decision that cost his best friend's life. Now he's heading home to Chance
Creek, Montana, where he'd like to spend the rest of his days in the obscurity of his
family's ranch. Too bad Great Aunt Heloise won't hand the ranch over unless all
four of the Hall brothers marry and one of them produces an heir within the year.
Austin is too broken to marry for love, so he places an online ad for a fake wife.
What could possibly go wrong? Ella needs to leave Hollywood-fast. It's bad enough
another actress stole her fiance-on national television. Now she's ruined her
comeback by decking her ex on a morning talk show. Pursued by paparazzi, Ella
needs a new life, a new name and someplace to hide. When she reads Austin's ad for
a stand-in wife, she knows she can act this part perfectly. To the rest of the residents
of Chance Creek, they'll be a happily married couple. In private, they'll just be
roommates. In a year when she'd old news and the Hall brothers secure the ranch,
she and Austin will quietly divorce and she'll go on her way. Or will she? Austin's
already finding it hard to remember his promise never to love again. Ella's finding it
hard to keep her hands to herself. But when they're asked make a back-up baby,
Ella realizes she may have stepped into a lifetime role. Can this pretend marriage go
the distance?"
Coopers: 2, Turners: 2 The Coopers and Turners are tied in the battle for Chance
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Creek’s Founder's Prize, both families desperate to own the ranch that will be
awarded to the winner. But Steel Cooper also needs to right the wrongs his father
committed before he died in prison—and convince Stella Turner to marry him,
despite a hundred years of animosity between their families. He’s willing to give it
his best shot—but when disaster strikes Chance Creek, his best shot might not be
enough to save anyone, let alone the woman he loves. Turners vs. Coopers of Chance
Creek: BOOK 1: The Cowboy's Secret Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy's Outlaw Bride
BOOK 3: The Cowboy's Hidden Bride BOOK 4: The Cowboy's Stolen Bride BOOK
5: The Cowboy's Forbidden Bride
The Cowboy Lassos a Bride
The Cowgirl Ropes a Billionaire
Heroes of Chance Creek Vol. 5
A SEAL's Resolve
The Navy SEAL's Second Chance Bride
He’s got a secret. She’s telling lies. Anders Olsen has a
big problem. When he joined forces with nine other Navy
SEALs to build a model sustainable community, he didn’t know
he’d be filmed—or that the resulting television show would
become a nationwide sensation. Now everyone’s watching Base
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Camp, which means everyone’s watching him. The show’s rules
dictate it’s his turn to marry. Can he find a bride before
someone exposes who he really is? Evelyn Wright believes
she’ll change the world until an accident sends her home to
Virginia. Now instead of an adventurous life as an aid
worker in foreign lands, she’s stuck in a dead-end job,
facing a dead-end future. So when an image crosses her desk
that could bring a major oil corporation to its knees, Eve
decides to find a way to share it with the widest audience
she can. Base Camp has got great ratings. Can she find a way
to get on the show? When Eve turns up at Base Camp, will she
be the answers to Anders’ prayers, or the end to everything
he most cares about? The Navy SEALs of Chance Creek: BOOK 1:
A SEAL's Oath BOOK 2: A SEAL's Vow BOOK 3: A SEAL's Pledge
BOOK 4: A SEAL's Consent BOOK 5: A SEAL's Purpose BOOK 6: A
SEAL's Resolve BOOK 7: A SEAL's Devotion BOOK 8: A SEAL's
Desire BOOK 9: A SEAL's Struggle BOOK 10: A SEAL's Triumph
Jack Sanders built his career as an army intelligence
operative on his uncanny ability to anticipate what the
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enemy will do next--but he never anticipated the trouble
he's landed in. Removed from duty, his future on the line,
he'll have to accept a truly unusual mission to redeem
himself. His orders are clear: head to Montana, marry
General Reed's daughter, and secure the family's ranch once
and for all from the drug cartel trying to get a toe hold in
Chance Creek. Everyone knows Alice Reed gets hunches about
what might happen. What they don't know is she's got one
blind spot: her own future. But she's watched four men
arrive to marry her four sisters. It doesn't take a psychic
to predict her father plans to send a man for her, as well.
But when Jack arrives, Alice knows she's in trouble. He
seems as aware of the future as she is; and he wants
something from her she swore she'd never give to a man her
father sent-- Her heart. The Brides of Chance Creek: BOOK 1:
Issued to the Bride One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to the
Bride One Airman BOOK 3: Issued to the Bride One Sniper BOOK
4: Issued to the Bride One Marine BOOK 5: Issued to the
Bride One Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to the Bride One Sergeant
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for Christmas
Bella Chatham will lose everything – her veterinary
practice, her animal shelter, and even her home – if she
can’t find another source of income, fast. So when her best
friend signs her up for the hot new reality television show,
Can You Beat a Billionaire, Bella accepts the challenge and
hopes against hope she can win the ten million dollar prize.
If she doesn’t, it’s bye-bye pet clinic and shelter, bye-bye
Chance Creek, Montana, and hello to marriage to the
billionaire for a year! Evan Mortimer, billionaire, can’t
believe he’s reduced to competing in a television contest to
win a wife. Unfortunately, it’s the only foolproof way to
secure his position as head of Mortimer Innovations. At
least he’ll be able to dump his “spouse” at the end of the
year. He has no intention of getting hitched for life. Bella
doesn’t expect her adversary to be handsome – or funny, or
compassionate – but Evan’s all three, and he’s proving a
tough competitor, too. When they end up sharing a tent – and
a sleeping-bag – her body betrays her with a longing so deep
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it cuts her to the core. Still, this cowgirl must stay
strong. If Evan uncovers her secret fears, he’ll use them to
win the contest – and then he’ll own her for a year. She’ll
be out of luck, out of cash, and stuck being Mrs. Mortimer
until he kicks her to the curb. Too bad she can’t decide
which is worse – winning the show and losing Evan forever,
or losing the show and only being his temporary wife. Evan
can’t believe he’s falling for the one woman who doesn’t
want him. This cowgirl’s not impressed by his money, his
name, or his inability to sleep in a tent with her for an
entire night, but every look and touch she gives him sends
his desire through the roof. With a director determined to
use his claustrophobia to make him look like a fool, and an
adversary so sexy he can hardly see straight, he’ll need all
his savvy to come out on top. Too bad he’s going to lose no
matter how this show turns out. If he beats Bella, he’ll
destroy the first woman he’s ever loved. If he doesn’t beat
her, it’s bye-bye Mortimer Innovations. Will either of them
remember in time that it’s not who wins or who loses – it’s
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how they play the game that really counts? Cowboys of Chance
Creek: BOOK 0: The Cowboy Inherits a Bride BOOK 1: The
Cowboy's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Cowboy Wins a Bride
BOOK 3: The Cowboy Imports a Bride BOOK 4: The Cowgirl Ropes
a Billionaire BOOK 5: The Sheriff Catches a Bride BOOK 6:
The Cowboy Lassos a Bride BOOK 7: The Cowboy Rescues a Bride
BOOK 8: The Cowboy Earns a Bride BOOK 9: The Cowboy's
Christmas Bride
The Airman's E-Mail Order BrideHeroes of Chance Creek Vol.
5One Acre Press
Airman's Guide
Air Force Handbook 1
After the Fire
A SEAL's Devotion
A SEAL's Triumph
Tormented by the knowledge that his father died thinking the
worst of him, Colt Hall never meant to come home to Chance
Creek. But with his brothers banding together to rebuild the
family’s old ranch, he’s finding it hard to stay away. In
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accordance with the conditions for them to inherit the spread,
Colt must soon marry. Too bad the only woman he wants is Heather
Ward, the girl he walked away from years ago without saying goodbye. Heather hid a secret for twelve long years, but when the
Halls moved back to town it was only a matter of time before the
truth came out. Now everyone but Colt knows he has a son. She’ll
get one chance to convince Colt to forgive her—and become the
father Richard has always longed for. If she answers Colt’s
online ad for a temporary wife, will he fall in love with her
before he learns the truth? Colt knows it’s crazy to try to find
a wife through an internet ad, and it’s even crazier to fall for
a stranger who wants far more than a temporary marriage, but
Helena Warner reminds him so much of Heather, he begins to
wonder if the two might be the same woman. Heather can’t believe
she’s using a fake name to seduce the father of her own child,
but is it possible Colt might know more about her true identity
than he’s letting on? Once all the lies and secrets are stripped
bare, Colt and Heather must answer the ultimate question: can a
love interrupted ever be renewed? The Heroes of Chance Creek:
BOOK 1: The Navy SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2: The Soldier's
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E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 3: The Marine's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK
4: The Navy SEAL's Christmas Bride BOOK 5: The Airman's E-Mail
Order Bride BOOK 6: The Navy SEAL's Second Chance Bride
(Novella)
Airman Connor O’Riley never believed in love until he saw proof
of it in the most unlikely place--a battlefield in the middle of
the Syrian civil war. Now he's in hot water with the Air Force,
and if he wants to clear his name he'll have to put his newfound belief in love to the test--by convincing his superior
officer's daughter to marry him. Sadie Reed is done with love.
Her poor choices nearly got her sisters killed when she fell for
a man entrenched in the drug trade. She’s ready to leave Chance
Creek—just as soon as her sister returns from her honeymoon. So
when a handsome airman shows up at Two Willows, with orders from
her father to help Sadie build a legacy project, she gives
Connor one month to get it done. Connor never thought he’d fall
for Sadie, but when he learns she means to leave, he knows far
more than his mission--and his future--is at stake. Can he
convince her to stay? Or will love remain out of his reach for
good? The Brides of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: Issued to the Bride
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One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to the Bride One Airman BOOK 3:
Issued to the Bride One Sniper BOOK 4: Issued to the Bride One
Marine BOOK 5: Issued to the Bride One Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to
the Bride One Sergeant for Christmas
When county sheriff Cab Johnson gets a hunch, he's learned to
trust it, and his hunch tells him Rose Bellingham is in a peck
of trouble. Bad enough he's in love with her, bad enough she's
already engaged to Jason Thayer. He's got to figure out what
she's hiding before he loses her for good. Rose can't stand one
more person meddling in her business, even if that person is a
handsome, eligible sheriff. She's been controlled for far too
long. But since her fiancé's father is both her boss and
landlord, she can't dump Jason until she's got somewhere to run.
She's found the perfect place: a patch of forest outside town.
But with Cab watching her every move, she's hard pressed to
finish her hideaway so she can make her escape. Meanwhile, she's
not the only one with problems. Can she find a way to help her
friends, too? Just when Cab solves one mystery, more pop up.
Where does Rose keep disappearing to? What's wrong with Mia
Start? Why is Hannah Chatham lying to her fiancé? At least he's
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let Rose know he's interested. And if he's not mistaken, she's
interested, too. Rose's hideaway is perfect, until her friends
invade it to escape their own troubles. Can she trust them to
keep its whereabouts a secret? Does she want to hide from Cab
anymore? Now that Jason's out of the picture, is it safe to
follow her heart? When two unexpected visitors arrive with
secrets of their own, Chance Creek must brace for its deadliest
night ever. Can Cab figure out the connections between all the
mysteries fast enough? Or will Rose and her friends pay the
ultimate price? Cowboys of Chance Creek: BOOK 0: The Cowboy
Inherits a Bride BOOK 1: The Cowboy's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 2:
The Cowboy Wins a Bride BOOK 3: The Cowboy Imports a Bride BOOK
4: The Cowgirl Ropes a Billionaire BOOK 5: The Sheriff Catches a
Bride BOOK 6: The Cowboy Lassos a Bride BOOK 7: The Cowboy
Rescues a Bride BOOK 8: The Cowboy Earns a Bride BOOK 9: The
Cowboy's Christmas Bride
Ten years ago, in the middle of a natural disaster, Navy SEAL
Greg Devon lost his heart to a young documentary film director,
and when he found out she’d been put in charge of Base Camp, a
reality television show, he jumped at the chance to participate.
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Now he’s in big trouble. If he doesn’t marry in forty days, the
sustainable community he’s helping to build will be bulldozed.
And Renata Ludlow still barely knows he exists. Renata was fresh
out of film school, directing her first film in the Andes, when
a mudslide destroyed her subjects’ village and she took on
financial responsibility for a school full of girls. When
billionaire Martin Fulsom made her an offer, she took it and
exchanged her dream career for a steady paycheck. With two years
to go before the last of her girls graduates, she’s got no
choice but to keep Fulsom happy—even if it means joining the
cast of Base Camp for forty days. She can’t marry Greg until
she’s fulfilled her promise, though. Even if she’s beginning to
realize he’s the man she’s always wanted. With his deadline
looming, Greg keeps gambling he can convince Renata to be his
bride—and Renata keeps gambling on everything in sight,
determined to pay what she owes. Can Greg convince Renata to
take a chance on him? Or will she push her luck too far and lose
everything? The Navy SEALs of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: A SEAL's
Oath BOOK 2: A SEAL's Vow BOOK 3: A SEAL's Pledge BOOK 4: A
SEAL's Consent BOOK 5: A SEAL's Purpose BOOK 6: A SEAL's Resolve
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BOOK 7: A SEAL's Devotion BOOK 8: A SEAL's Desire BOOK 9: A
SEAL's Struggle BOOK 10: A SEAL's Triumph
The Chance Creek Cheerleader Cookbook
Civilian to Airman
Heroes of Chance Creek Vol. 2
Death of an Airman
Cowboys of Chance Creek Volume 7
Sniper Hunter Powell thought he lost everything when he took the rap for a crime he didn't
commit. Now he's got a chance to redeem himself. There's only one catch--he has to leave the
military, settle down on a Montana ranch--and marry a woman he's never met before. Jo Reed,
the youngest of five sisters, is used to being underestimated, so when a hardened warrior shows
up on her doorstep, she knows no one believes she's ready for love. Maybe they're right, but
she's definitely ready for a home of her own and now she has someone to build it for her. Building
a house before the snow flies is a tall order, and convincing Jo to marry him doesn't seem much
easier, but Hunter is ready for both challenges-- Until danger strikes Two Willows again--and
threatens to destroy any chance at happiness that might be in his grasp. The Brides of Chance
Creek: BOOK 1: Issued to the Bride One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to the Bride One Airman
BOOK 3: Issued to the Bride One Sniper BOOK 4: Issued to the Bride One Marine BOOK 5:
Issued to the Bride One Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to the Bride One Sergeant for Christmas
With over one-and-a-half million books sold, NYT and USA Today bestselling author Cora Seton
has created a world readers love in Chance Creek, Montana. She has thirty-seven novels and
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novellas currently set in her fictional town, with many more in the works. Cora has a thriving
community of readers in her Facebook group, the Chance Creek Cheerleaders. The recipes in
this book came from Cheerleaders all over the world. This cookbook is a labor of love and sold at
cost as a way of celebrating togetherness and friendship.
This handbook implements AFPD 36-22, Air Force Military Training. Information in this handbook
is primarily from Air Force publications and contains a compilation of policies, procedures, and
standards that guide Airmen's actions within the Profession of Arms. This handbook applies to
the Regular Air Force, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard. This handbook contains the
basic information Airmen need to understand the professionalism required within the Profession
of Arms. Attachment 1 contains references and supporting information used in this publication.
This handbook is the sole source reference for the development of study guides to support the
enlisted promotion system. Enlisted Airmen will use these study guide to prepare for their
Promotion Fitness Examination (PFE) or United States Air Force Supervisory Examination
(USAFSE).
A SEAL's Consent
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